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Details of Visit:

Author: Gentleman Caller
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 24 Mar 2011 16:00hrs
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Lucy's Apartment
Website: http://www.lucysapartment.com/
Phone: 07956805867

The Premises:

Lucy's Apartment is a luxury flat in inner Liverpool.

Simple to find with plenty of safe, easy parking nearby. Discrete entrance leading into a tastefully
furnished airy modern apartment. Huge lounge with comfy leather armchairs & TV.

The bedroom was clean and tidy with an excellent en suite bathroom/shower and of course a very
ample bed. Hangars are provided so you don't have to trash your suit - a very nice touch and
seldom seen. Films available in the room if that's your thing, and in case you're a bit shy about
discussing toys etc., there's a selection on display. Likewise there's a rail of outfits in the room to
catch your eye while getting ready and Lucy will happily do a quick change while you're showering.

The Lady:

Lucy, better known as 'Juicy Lucy', is 5'2", all woman with a curvaceous and toned Size 10 34C
figure, lovely soft breasts and an eye-catchingly gorgeous rear; scarlet nails - fingers AND toes;
long, fine hair with a hint of a wave and just a shade lighter than honey blonde.

All that you can see from her website pictures, but what is missing there is her beautiful face - very
kissable lips, a friendly smile, cute nose, and shapely brows, set off by excellent make-up ... but all
eclipsed by the most hypnotising blue green eyes.
Lucy is a VERY attractive woman - 100% gorgeous, very feminine and very sexy.

Today she was barely contained in a tight sexy zip-fronted white nurse-style tunic coupled with 3"
heels. I repeat: gorgeous!

The Story:

Lucy is a confident, friendly woman, very at home with her own sexuality and comfortable in her
own skin - sassy, yet at the same time alluring and even a bit mysterious. She also has a way of
moving that just oozes sexiness. She had me relaxed in her company the moment the street door
was shut behind us. She has a very naughty and bold imagination, and chatting to her afterwards I
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found her also to be intelligent, astute and insightful. All-in-all a wonderful person!

Great sex with a lady who is also great company is my gold standard and I hit the jackpot with Lucy
- she certainly pressed all my buttons!

In summary our session was: GFE - Reverse O - OWO with toys - cowgirl - mish - cuddle & chat.

The Gent isn't going to describe our hour together in blow-by-blow detail. What I can say though, is
that this was GFE sex of the highest order. Lots of sensual kissing, tender touching and embracing -
fantastic. Unusually for me, I also enjoyed the way she worked in the toys - often I find this a bit
sleazy and artifical, but not with Lucy - she expertly wove it into the natural flow of the session.

I love to give reverse oral and getting to know Lucy's pussy and clit was wonderful. She simply has
the nicest pussy I have yet met. It's a deep, secret valley, full of surprising folds and textures, and
heavy with the heady musky perfume of a genuinely turned-on woman. Wherever my tongue & lips
explored, involuntary shivers and shuddders rippled through her body - but different ones from
different places, and it was exquisite learning what parts of her pussy caused what effect. She is
truly multi-orgasmic and I was in heaven bringing her to cum after cum.

I absolutely LOVE to lick, and I could lick this wonderful juicy pussy for HOURS on end! Luckily, I
rather think Lucy would let me too - we finished the match with an orgasm score of 5-1, but we
agreed that both sides left the pitch as winners! LOL!

I will definitely be seeing Juicy Lucy again - in fact I already have! - and I can 500% recommend
her.

Lucy - you're marvellous! xxx
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